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 - Facebook. Linkedin - Google. (Fingerprint from unknown source) Downloading and installing drivers.Please read this post to help you decide if the links are safe. Installing...Q: How to pass custom function through a function as parameter in python? I am new to python and trying to create a custom function using lambda function. This is the code: import math def func1(f, a, b, c, d): res =
(f(a,b,c,d)-a)/c return res def func2(f, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j): x = math.pi print(func1(math.tan, x, 1, 2, 3)) print(func2(math.tan, x, 1, 2, 3, 4)) This gives error. I want to create a generic function where I can pass any function in the parameters. Is this possible? A: You cannot pass a function as a parameter, since a function is an object and so is its associated name. You can pass a callable instead, and
use it to call the function you want. To take the parameters and return them as a tuple you can do this: def func(func, params): return tuple(func(*params)) You should be able to do that call like so: print(func1(func2, (math.tan, x, 1, 2, 3, 4))) Also be aware that you need parentheses around the parameter names in the function call. A call without the parentheses is treated as a function definition, and

that's not what you want. Q: incompatible character encodings: ASCII-8BIT and UTF-8 I want to copy my code from Atom to Visual Studio (Windows). I use Sublime (Windows) and it seems that Atom use TextEdit (Mac OS). In Visual Studio I get the following error: I use: Edit: 82157476af
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